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1 New in Import/Export 

1.1 Importing DXF with Multiple Parts 

When importing DXF file with multiple parts and when during import Fixed Group (Do not break 
geometry to parts) option is NOT selected (accessible from Home tab => Start group => New 
Daily Job => Import Setup button => Geometry conversion tab => Identify Parts in the 
Geometry section), AutoNest deletes the DFT file that contains all parts. 

  

1.2 DXF Import: Search Material by Name 

This option is accessible from Home tab => Start group => New Daily Job => Import Setup 
button =>Text parameters tab => Search material by name. 

When this option is selected, AutoNest detects material by name, searching for a substring that 
matches a material name in the material list, or in the material mapping. 
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2 New in Laser Cutting 

2.1 AutoCut - Separate Settings for Parts and Holes 

Now the AutoCut dialog, accessible from cncKad window, CAM tab => Cut CAM group => 
AutoCut, has separate sections with settings for Holes and for Parts. Each section can be 
activated separately and set individually: Geo-Type, Length, Radius, and Approach Mode for 
Approach (Lead-in) and Geo-Type, Length, Radius for Exit (Lead-out): 

 

2.1.1  Bite Lead-in 

 NOTE: This new option, for both holes and parts, is accessible also in Add Cut dialog 
box. 

Bite lead-in allows cutting holes with a slight bump that enables extra space for introducing later 
on, a tube, which includes for example a screw. 

The entity selected for lead-in can be circle (like on the picture), arc or line. The entity must be long 
enough to enable placing Bite Lead-in. Otherwise lead-in stays normal.  

When you click Settings button in Holes Technology section, in Parameters dialog box you can 
select the way of processing the holes: slowing at the end or applying Bite lead-in, and define the 
corresponding parameters. 
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When you click Settings button in Parts Technology section, in Parameters dialog box you can 
define Bite Lead-in settings. 
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2.2 Support for LType of Lead-In 

 NOTE: This option needs to be set in the MDL machine file. 

In CAM tab => Cut CAM group => Add Cut => Parameters tab => Approach (Lead-in) section 
there is a new option of LType. It is useful to avoid overheating of the entry point. It can be set 
separately for holes and parts. 

 

This is how the LType entry looks on a part: 
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2.3 Show Technology Parameters 

In Settings tab => Settings group => Machine Settings => Cutting Parameters tab => Show 
Technology Parameters section you can select whether to preview additional technology 
parameters on part display, such as nozzle and/or lens, or not. 

 

 

2.4 Enhanced FlyCut 

In CAM tab => Cut CAM group => AutoCut => Holes section there are new parameters defining 
when to apply FlyCut: 

 Maximum distance between the holes 

 Maximum Size of the holes 

This ensures FlyCut is not used on holes bigger than defined. 

   

2.5 Chutes, Pickup, and MJ/WJ/MW for Laser 

When PushOutMJ handling type is selected in Home tab => Processing group => AutoCut => 
Part Handling (PH) tab, adding a MicroJoint to the contour, will automatically cancel the Push 
Out.  

When you fail to add MicroJoint, then the Push Out is used. 
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The same applies also to options: PushOutMW, PickUpMJ, and PickUpMW.

 

This example reflects PushOut on the left part, and MJ on the right. 

 

2.6 Add MicroJoint Near Lead-in 

1. When adding a MicroJoint a red X appears in the position of the “MicroJoint-to-be”,  
similar to what we have in the Edit Contour Entry command. 
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2. When adding a MicroJoint near Lead-In, the red X snaps to the Lead-In. 
A MicroJoint next to the Lead-In can be added at a distance of at least 1mm 

    

3. In addition, when moving Lead-In with the Edit Contour Entry command, the red X stays 
on the corner, and then jumps to 0.5mm. 
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3 New in AutoNest 

3.1 Daily Job CAM Layer Enhancement 

In Home tab => Start group => New Daily Job dialog, in Create New CAM Layer(s) section there 
is a new checkbox: 

 

When checked, new CAM layers are created during AutoNest batch, copying from the Master only 
the CAMs with MicroJoints.  

When checked, AutoCut shall be run with the Delete old before running boxes unchecked. 

3.2 Customer Extra Data Full Support in Daily Job 

 NOTE: This option needs to be set in the MDL machine file. 

Now the customer can dynamically activate and use Extra Data, as general-purpose columns in 
Daily Job.  

 

This is done by setting extra data titles in Settings tab => Workspace Settings => Edit Titles tab. 

AutoNest also supports mapping and importing customer Extra Data when importing Daily Job 
from CSV files. 
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3.3 Delete All Current SubNests 

In Home tab => Automatic Nesting group => AutoNest there is a new checkbox: Delete all 
current SubNests. Selecting it removes all existing SubNests. In case only one material is active, 
only SubNests from this material are deleted. 
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3.4 Rectangular Nesting Preference Tab 

There is a new Rectangular Nesting Preference tab, accessible from Home tab => Automatic 
Nesting group => AutoNest => Advanced button. 

 

When the Use Smart Common Cuts for Rectangular Nesting box is not checked, and you want 
to use common cuts, go to: Parts Bar => right click any part there => select Global Info => 
Matching Edge Common Cuts section and select the options there: 

 

The distance data displayed here comes from tools. 

The parts with identical edges are placed at common cuts distance. All Micro- and WireJoints are 
preserved. Other parts, with non-identical edges, are placed at their buffer distance. 
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When the Use Smart Common Cuts for Rectangular Nesting box is checked and the Common 
cuts distance value is set, if the tooling allows it, and if the tool is within the buffer boundaries - all 
the parts are placed at common cuts distance. In such case, the MicroJoints on Corners may 
disappear, and this may result in floating scraps. WireJoints are preserved.  

If the tooling does not allow – all the parts are placed at their buffer distance. 

3.5 Part Frame 

For a group of small parts, you can create a frame and process parts inside this frame.  

These options are available in Draw Menu (not tab), accessible from Toolbar Mode. 

 

Part frames are useful for: 

 Pickup – the unloader picks up together all the framed parts. 

 Bending – allows bending all the framed parts with one punch hit. 

 Deburr - allows processing the framed parts on one run. 

3.5.1 Set Contour as Part(s) Frame 
When working in Sheet Mode, you can draw a contour around some part(s), and use this 
command to set it as Part(s) Frame, and process them either by Add Cut/Punch or by 
AutoCut/AutoPunch. 

To edit part frame, click on a part, which is already inside the frame. All the parts in the frame are 
selected, and you can continue to select more parts. To deselect the contained parts click again 
inside the frame. 
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3.5.2 Create Part Frame 

This option allows you to draw a frame/bounding rectangle around one or more parts with several 
selection options: 

 

 Rectangular – Allows drawing a rectangular frame/bounding box around the part(s). 

 Parts Tight – Allows drawing a frame following parts contours. 

 Distance from Parts – Sets offsetting from the frame boundaries. 

 Use AutoCut – Allows cutting with AutoCut dialog box parameters. 

 Use AutoPunch – Allows punching with AutoPunch dialog box parameters. 

To delete the frame, delete the entities in Sheet mode. 

To exit the command, press Enter or Esc. 

 

Some examples: 

Rectangular frame  

with offset  

 

Parts Tight  

with offset 
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3.6 Edit Part Window inside AutoNest 

  

When you select a part on the Parts bar and on the menu, which appears on right-mouse-click, 
select the Edit Part in cncKad option, the cncKad window with this part are opened within 
AutoNest window. 

 

3.7 Gross Part Weight for Material Estimation 

In Estimation tab => Estimation group => Estimation Settings => Weight tab => Part Weight 
for Material Cost section Gross Weight option was enhanced. 

Now the gross weight equals the ratio of the net (real) weight divided by the efficiency. The total 
parts' gross weight equals the total sheets weight.  
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If the part appears in several SubNests, and each SubNest has a different efficiency, it calculates 
an average efficiency per material. 

3.8 Enhanced Part ID Text and QR Code  

Part ID Text dialog, accessible from Home tab => Global group, was enhanced and allows setting 
wide range of Part ID Text. This includes Extra Text, which consist of variety of User Data options, 
visible from dropdown list, and Free Text.  

Extra Text can have QR code generated. 

 

3.9 Enhanced Common Cuts Options 

There are two new locations to set Common Cuts, which enable you to switch between normal 
common cuts and common cuts buffer, while doing manual nest or running AutoNest: 

 In AutoNest window => Info bar, we see the following new options.  

 

Using them enables easy re-run of automatic nesting, with or without common cuts (with no 
need to change buffer).  

o Turn on Use CC buffer, when working in Collision-less mode, to place several parts 
with common cuts. 

o Turn off Use CC buffer, when multiplying the group of parts at normal buffer. 
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When you click the  icon, the Show Common Cuts dialog box opens, allowing you to 
define common cuts parameters: 

 

 In Home tab => Automatic Nesting group => AutoNest, in the dialog box that opens, we 
see new checkbox - Use CC buffer. When it is checked, the common cuts are created 
during automatic nesting. 
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3.10 Blank Parts Treatment at Sheet Edge 

If there are blank parts that reach the edge of the sheet aside real parts, the Trim Sheet are 
applied only to the real parts. 

 

3.11 Support Laser Cost Calculation by Length and 

Pierce Quantity 

 This option is available for laser cutting machines. 

Now Cost Estimation Settings in AutoNest support machine cost calculation by cutting length 
and pierce quantity.  

This option is accessible from Settings tab => Estimation section => Estimation Settings=> 
General tab. 
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3.12 Generate NC for All SubNests 

When in Home tab => NC Generation group you choose to generate NC for All SubNests, the 
following dialog box appears, allowing you to create order reports for the whole order, or for the 
current SubNest. You can also select whether to print the reports, and which one to print. 
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4 New General Options 

4.1 Enhanced Features of Part Handling 

In cncKad/AutoNest in Settings tab => Settings group => Part Handling Table, there are a few 
new features: 

 Pickup/Chute Settings - by checking one of the two checkboxes you preset settings for 
pickup and chute to be applied only to rectangular parts, otherwise the MicroJoints will be 
applied. 

 Distance of MJ from Corner (In Case Prefer Corner = Yes) - the value inserted in this 
field is applied as a default MicroJoint distance from the corner, when the option Prefer 
corner is set to Yes. 

 MicroWeld Support: In the Handling Type column, you can now apply MicroWelds in the 
same way you apply MicroJoints. 
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4.2 Unfolding and folding in cncKad 

There are a few new options for unfolding and folding parts in cncKad. 

4.2.1 Unfolding 

When opening a 3D part in cncKad (in Home tab => File group => Open Part) from dropdown list 
selecting 3D Part Files option in Open Part dialog box, New Part From 3D File dialog box opens, 
where you can define the way in which bending tool die is selected. 

 

According to the Die Selection Mode (Default Tooling or Design Radius), cncKad knows if to use 
the same K-Factor and resulting inner radius to all bends, or use the design radius for each bend. 
It knows choose how to compensate - either by searching in the Bend Compensation Table the 
closest V value for each bend, and then also take the corresponding resulting inner radius, or by 
using K-Factor K=0.5 for big radii. 
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When Default Tooling is selected, you can define Bend Compensation Factor and Bend 
Compensation Mode.  

When Design Radius is selected, default values are applied. 

 

4.2.2 Bend Lines/Folding 

When you add a new Bend Line in cncKad (accessible from Draw tab => Bend Lines group => 
Draw Bend Line/Edit Bend Line) or edit and existing one, in the following dialog you can define a 
few parameters.  
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When working by Design Radius, Use Global Bend Parameters box must be unchecked. 

If for the Bend Line is Use Global Bend Parameters box is checked, the D (compensation) value 
and resulting inner radius are taken from the part. Otherwise – the values are taken from the bend. 

 

4.2.3 Set Sheet and Clamps Dialog Box Settings 

In Set Sheets and Clamps dialog box, accessible from Home tab => Start group => Sheet, 
Clamps, you can define the default global settings: 

 

When working by Default Tooling – all bends get the resulting inner radius and K-Factor. 

When working by Design Radius – each bend can get a different radius and compensation. 

 NOTE: Compensation always equals Bend Allowance, and K-Factor can be calculated 
from the radius and Bend Allowance. 
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4.3 CAM Layers Enhancement 

In CAM Menu (in Toolbar Mode) => CAM Layers, when you create a new CAM Layer, you can 
select to copy only CAMs with MicroJoints from Master layer.  

 

4.4 Enhanced Slice Holes Clearance 

In Home tab => Processing group => Add Cut => Parameters tab => Holes section => Slice 
Hole checkbox, now the clearance can be set as 

 Automatic – it will be defined by a beam diameter multiplied by a preset value 

 Manual – it will be defined by a user set value (in mm) 
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4.5 Middle Mouse Button Control 

Now from Settings tab => Settings group => Workspace Settings => Working Defaults tab, you 
can use middle mouse button as Enter key during commands, or to pan the display. You can also 
change mouse wheel direction.  

 

4.6 Set Tool Functions from ToolFunc at Machine 

Change 

This new option is accessible from Settings tab => Settings group => Workspace Settings => 
Working Defaults tab. When checked, and you switch on your workstation from one machine to 
another, cncKad will ensure the tool functions will be automatically loaded on machine change. 

 

4.7 Support AutoSave 

Now in Settings tab => Settings group => Workspace Settings => Working Defaults tab there 
is a new option allowing to automatically save the work at selected time interval: 
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4.8 Busbar Batch NC for DFT  

 This option is available only for Boschert Sterli machines. 

It allows creating Batch NC for Busbar parts. 

 

4.9 Support for Export Sheet Database Remnants 

as DXF Files 

You can now export sheet database to CSV file, with raw sheets and remnants, and select the way 
to save remnants image files, either in EMF or in DXF format. 

This option is available from Settings tab => Sheet Database => Export Sheet Data button. After 
you click Save button, the following dialog appears:  

 

Depending on your selection, this is what you see in exported CSV file: 

 

 

Next time you make export, your last choice is remembered. 

4.10 Initial Head Position and Program Origin 

In Settings tab => Machine Settings => Motion tab there is a new checkbox: Use Program 
Origin. 
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When it is checked - Program Origin is automatically used as Head Initial Position. 

When it is not checked – you can set the initial head position in X and in Y.  
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4.11 Rotate and Mirror in Import Setup Settings 

Changed Place 

These four rotate and mirror options settings were moved from Import Setup => Geometry 
Conversion tab to Machine Settings => Auto tab.  
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They are kept in Import Setup => Geometry Conversion tab only to show what we have selected in 
current machine. 
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5 New in cncKad Tube 

5.1 Common Cuts for Round Tubes 

In cncKad now, you can create an intersection for tube and take only the outer contour surface (in 
Tube tab => Intersections group => Create Intersection => Surface Mode section): 

  

In AutoNest, there is a new option in Settings tab => Settings group => Machine Settings => 
AutoNest tab to set Common Cuts Tolerance. 
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When the Take Outer surface mode is selected for tube intersection in cncKad, and the tolerance 
is set in AutoNest, you can get common cuts even when the tubes do NOT match exactly.  

  

5.2 Show/Hide Blank in Tube 3D View  

This feature is accessible from Tube tab => 3D View group => Show/Hide Blank  

 . 

The default view is final, processed, real tube. 

 

Toggling Show/Hide Blank you will see the processed tube in full length, including the full raw 
material. 
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5.3  Tube Offset  

As it is for parts on the sheet, in Home tab => Start group => Sheet, Clamps => Sheet tab, now 
you can now set the offsets also for tubes: 

 

5.4 Slice Hole Support for Tubes 

Now cncKad supports Slice Hole for tubes. 

In CAM tab => Cut CAM group => Add Cut => Holes section check Slice Hole, set slicing 
parameters, and process the hole manually.  
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And this is how it can be seen processed in 3D simulation view: 

 

5.5 Planar Cuts on Rectangular Tube Corner 

In Settings tab => Settings group => Machine Settings => Tube Z Parameters tab there is a 
new option: Generate Z for cuts on corner of rectangular tubes, that allows you to place planar 
cuts on the corner of a rectangular tube. 
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5.6  Converting Cuts To Planar On Corner Of 

Rectangular Tube 

A contour to be converted to planar cut must be Outer Only. Otherwise you need to convert it to 
Outer Only, run AutoCut for that contour, and then convert the cut to planar (with the Set Planar 
Cut option available from Tube tab => Process group):  

 

This is how this cut looks in 3D View. 

 

5.7 Split Long Holes for Tubes  

Now it is possible to split long holes only for round tubes, or for all tube types. 

This new option is available in Settings tab => Settings group => Machine Settings => Tube 
General tab. 
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6 New in Punch 

6.1 Uni-directional Tool Support  

When a special tool is added to Tool Library, accessible from CAM tab => Tools group => Edit 
Tool Library, it can be set as uni-directional tool, with one of the two options: 

 Use only default cutting edge: the tool end-point is determined automatically by cncKad. 

 Use two longest cutting edges: cncKad will automatically choose the correct tool cutting 
edge to get correct direction (even when the wrong cutting edge is clicked). 

When running AutoPunch or Add Punch, cncKad will always match the rotation angle of 
punching in nibble. 

  

6.2 Optimization Strategy Settings Enhancements  

Now in CAM Editing tab => Miscellaneous group => Sheet, Clamps => Sheet Processing 
Technology you can set the default optimization strategy for vertical and horizontal cuts. 
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7 New in Reports 

7.1 Show Part Number on the Parts in Stacking 

Now the part number can be previewed on the parts in stacking report. 

 

7.2 New Mitsubishi Barcode Tokens 

There are two new Mitsubishi Barcode Tokens: @MITBAR_Condition and 
@MITBAR_SheetSize. 

The Condition token gives information on used material, gas, lens and nozzle.  
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8 New in Job Track 

8.1  Orders Creation 

There are a few new options of creating JobTrack orders: from CSV file or from AutoNest Daily 
Job. 

8.1.1 Creating Orders from CSV File 

Now, you can create JobTrack order from CSV file. 

First, you need to map it, which can be done in Manage tab => Setup group => Options => 
Orders & Quotes => Order Import Mapping tab: 

 

If the material names in the CSV file are different from the names in Metalix material list you need 
to map the material names in Manage tab => Setup group => Options => Material Map tab => 
Define New Material Name Synonym. 
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When the CSV file is mapped, in order to import it to JobTrack and turn into order go to: Manage 
tab => JobTrack Actions group => Import Order, and follow the wizard. 

 

This is how the order will look like, when added to the orders list. 
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8.1.2 Creating JobTrack Order from Daily Job 

After creating Daily Job in AutoNest, with all the parts and parameters, click Create JT Order 
button. 

 

The Create New Order from Daily Job dialog box opens and the order name is automatically 
generated according to the settings in JobTrack options. You can edit the order if you need. 

 

When you close this dialog box, you return to the original Daily Job in AutoNest and the order 
name is added to the parts in the Work Order column. 
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8.2 Automatic Order Naming 

Now, in Manage tab => Setup group => Options => Orders & Quotes => Order Naming tab, it is 
possible to generate order names automatically: 

 

You can edit this name at any time. 

8.3 Job Track Production Lots 

Now in JobTrack, you can assign Production Lots for specific sheets and you can track these 
sheets, and their remnants. 

Activate this feature in Manage tab => Setup group => Options => Manage Production Lots. 

When you already have sheet database and you want all the sheets to have a production lot 
assigned, select Auto-generate Production lots for already registered materials. 
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When working in Production Lot mode, you need to set a production lot for every new sheet 
added to database.  

 

When reporting a sheet as produced, you need to select Production Lot for that sheet. 

 

 NOTE: In Production Lot mode, you can report only one sheet at a time, if a SubNest 
contains more than one sheet. 
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9 New in CAD Link 

9.1 Select Punch According To Part Thickness 

In Busbar mode there is a new option to select punch according to the thickness of the part.  

 

9.2 Export Only Selected Configurations 

In SolidWorks, when multi configurations mode is enabled, if you select some configurations (in the 
configurations tree) – only those selected configurations will be exported. No selection results in 
exporting all configurations (the default case).  


